Summary. Binary representation of integers [5] , [3] and arithmetic operations on them have already been introduced in Mizar Mathematical Library [8, 7, 6, 4] . However, these articles formalize the notion of integers as mapped into a certain length tuple of boolean values.
Preliminaries
Let us consider a natural number x. Now we state the propositions:
(1) There exists a natural number m such that x < 2 m . (2) If x = 0, then there exists a natural number n such that 2 n x < 2 n+1 .
Proof: Define Q[natural number] ≡ x < 2 $ 1 . There exists a natural number m such that Q [m] . Consider k being a natural number such that Q [k] and for every natural number n such that Q[n] holds k n. Reconsider k 1 = k − 1 as a natural number. 2 k 1 x. (3) Let us consider a natural number x, and natural numbers n 1 , n 2 . If 2 n 1 x < 2 n 1 +1 and 2 n 2 x < 2 n 2 +1 , then n 1 = n 2 .
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Homomorphism from the Natural Numbers to the Bitstreams
Let x be a natural number. The functor LenBinSeq(x) yielding a non zero natural number is defined by
(ii) there exists a natural number n such that 2 n x < 2 n+1 and it = n + 1, otherwise. Let us consider a natural number x. Now we state the propositions:
The theorem is a consequence of (6). 
The functor Nat2BinLen yielding a function from N into Boolean * is defined by (Def. 2) for every element x of N, it(x) = LenBinSeq(x) -BinarySequence(x). Now we state the propositions:
(10) Let us consider an element x of N, and a (LenBinSeq(x))-tuple y of Boolean. If (Nat2BinLen)(x) = y, then AbsVal(y) = x. The theorem is a consequence of (7).
(11) rng Nat2BinLen = {x, where x is an element of Boolean
Proof: For every object z, z ∈ rng Nat2BinLen iff z ∈ {x, where x is an element of Boolean
(12) Nat2BinLen is one-to-one.
Let x, y be elements of Boolean * . Assume len x = 0 and len y = 0. The functor MaxLen(x, y) yielding a non zero natural number is defined by the term (Def. 3) max(len x, len y).
Let K be a natural number and x be an element of Boolean * . The functor ExtBit(x, K) yielding a K-tuple of Boolean is defined by the term
otherwise. Now we state the propositions: Let us consider a non zero natural number K and K-tuples x, y of Boolean. Now we state the propositions:
The theorem is a consequence of (17). 
Let x, y be elements of Boolean * . The functor x + y yielding an element of Boolean * is defined by the term (Def. 5) Let F be a function from Boolean * into N and x be an element of Boolean * . Let us observe that the functor F (x) yields an element of N. Observe that BinLen2Nat is onto. Now we state the propositions: (33) Let us consider an element x of Boolean * , and a natural number K. Suppose len x = 0 and len x K. Then ExtAbsVal(x) = AbsVal (ExtBit(x, K) ). The theorem is a consequence of (27). (34) Let us consider elements x, y of Boolean * . Then (BinLen2Nat)(x + y) = (BinLen2Nat)(x) + (BinLen2Nat)(y). The theorem is a consequence of (33), (13), and (15). The functor EqBinLen2Nat yielding an equivalence relation of Boolean * is defined by (Def. 8) for every objects x, y, x, y ∈ it iff x, y ∈ Boolean * and (BinLen2Nat)(x) = (BinLen2Nat)(y). The functor QuBinLen2Nat yielding a function from Classes EqBinLen2Nat into N is defined by (Def. 9) for every element A of Classes EqBinLen2Nat, there exists an object x such that x ∈ A and it(A) = (BinLen2Nat)(x). Let us observe that QuBinLen2Nat is one-to-one and onto. Now we state the proposition: The theorem is a consequence of (40), (36), and (38).
